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NULL CONTROLLABILITY
OF THE SEMILINEAR HEAT EQUATION
E FERN

ANDEZCARA
Abstract This paper is concerned with the null controllability of sys
tems governed by semilinear parabolic equations The control is exerted
either on a small subdomain or on a portion of the boundary We prove
that the system is null controllable when the nonlinear term fs grows
slower than s   log jsj as jsj  
  Introduction
Assume a bounded and connected open set    R
N
with regular bound
ary   a nonempty open subset O    and a positive number T are given
We will use the following notation Q    	 T 
      	 T 

H  L
 

 jj and  
 will stand for the usual norm and scalar product in
H  respectively C will denote a generic constant
In this paper we consider systems of the form
 


 
t
y y  fy
  
O
v in Q
y  	 on 
y	
  y




where y

 H and v  L
 
	 T H
 are given Here 
O
is the characteristic
function of the set O and it is assumed that f  R  R is locally Lipschitz
continuous and satises f	
  	
It will be said that 
 is null controllable if there exists a control v 
L
 
	 T H
 such that the corresponding initialboundary problem possesses
a solution y  C

	 T H
 with yT 
  	 In other words if the set Ry

T 

formed by all reachable states at time T satises Ry

T 
  	
Of course the existence of a solution to 
 dened in the whole interval
	 T  is not assured for arbitrary y

and v unless something is imposed to
f  However for the functions f considered below at least local existence
holds
During the last years the null controllability of systems governed by par
abolic PDEs has been intensively studied Nowadays the situation seems
to be the following
 In the linear case fs
  as for some a
 
 is null controllable
with no restriction on y

 T or O For the proof of this result there
exist at least two approaches The rst one is due to G Lebeau
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and L Robbiano It connects null controllability to the observability
through O  	 T 
 of the solutions to the adjoint system
 


 
t
 a  	 in Q
  	 on 
T 
  



ie to the fact that for some C only depending on  O and T  one
has
j	
j
 
 C
ZZ
OT 
jj
 
	

 H 

In the particular case a  	 a proof of 
 is given in  see also


A second approach due to A V Fursikov and O Yu Imanuvilov is
based on some global Carlemans inequalities that can be deduced for
the solutions to 
 and lead in particular to 

 This method
can be applied to quite general linear parabolic problems and provides
a control v such that yT 
  	 and y is of minimal norm see  

It will be revisited below in section 
 When f is sublinear at innity ie
jfs
j  Cjsj C 

system 
 is again null controllable with no restriction on y

 T or
O This is due to O Yu Imanuvilov see 
 The argument uses a
xedpoint reformulation of the problem and the null controllability
properties of linear problems The assumption 
 leads to suitable
uniform estimates and allows to apply Schauders theorem
 In general when f is superlinear at innity 
 is not null control
lable Indeed recall that when fs
  s 
 log jsj

r
r  
 blowup
phenomena may occur Even when f has the good sign null con
trollability may fail More precisely when
Cjsj
r	

 C  fs
 
 s  Cjsj
r	

 C r  

and y

 	 there exists T

 	 such that if T  T

 
 is not null
controllable however under this assumption on f  there exists T


such
that for all y

 H  
 is null controllable whenever T  T


 see 
and 

Hence the natural question is What happens if jfs
j grows faster than
jsj but slower than all jsj
r
r  
 as jsj   
We are also interested in questions of this kind for systems controlled on
a portion of the boundary More precisely let  be a nonempty open subset
of   and let us put
    n 
For each h  L
 

 we consider the parabolic problem
 


 
t
y y  fy
  	 in Q
y  

h on 
y	
  y



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where f is as before and 

is the characteristic function of  We will say
that 
 is null controllable if there exists h such that the corresponding
initialboundary problem possesses a solution y  C

	 T H
 satisfying
yT 
  	
As for system 
 the existence of a global solution to 
 is not always
assured Moreover the sense in which a function y can solve 
 has to be
specied for general h  L
 

 Nevertheless we will work with appropriate
functions f and we will nd control functions h which are regular enough to
guarantee that 
 can be solved at least
 in the usual weak sense
Again under condition 
 system 
 is null controllable cf  see
also  for the case of Neumann boundary controllability
 It is also true
that for superlinear nonlinearities 
 is not null controllable in general
Consequently it is also natural to study the case in which jfs
j grows
superlinearly but slower than all jsj
r

 The main results and some remarks
In this paper we prove that systems 
 and 
 are null controllable
when y

 C


 and the behavior of fs
 as jsj   is at most almost
critical More precisely one has
Theorem  Assume f  R  R is locally Lipschitzcontinuous f	
  	
and
lim
jsj
fs

s 
 log jsj
 	 

Also assume that y

 C


 Then system  is null controllable
Theorem  Under the assumptions of theorem  system 	 is null
controllable More precisely there exists h with


h  L
 
	 T H
 
 

 L



such that the corresponding system 	 possesses at least one solution
y  L
 
	 T H




 C

	 T H
 L

Q

satisfying yT 
  	
Remarks
 Assumption 
 can be slightly weakened Indeed from the proofs in
sections  and  we see there exists a positive constant   O T 
 such
that theorems  and  still hold when
jfs
j  jsj 
 log jsj for large jsj
On the other hand the requirement y

 C


 is unnecessary in practice
It is sucient to assume the following The initial data y

and the function f
are such that when v  	 system 
 possesses a solution y  C

	 	H

which satises y	
  C


 This happens for all y

 H and for all
functions f as in theorems  and  as a consequence of the regularizing
e ect
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 We are dealing with quasioptimal assumptions recall again that for
fs
  jsj
r

s r  
 systems 
 and 
 are not null controllable in
general Also recall that blowup may occur for fs
  s 
 log jsj

r

 Theorems  and  hold for more general problems Thus one can
replace  by a general linear elliptic operator A with
Ay   
i
a
ij
x
 
j
y
   
i
b
i
x
y
  cx
y
In this case the coecients have to be regular enough and the a
ij
must
satisfy the usual ellipticity condition The nonlinear term can also be of the
form fx t y
 with f  QR  Rbeing a Carath!eodory function satisfying
for instance

fx t 	
 	 s  fx t s
 is locally Lipschitz
and
lim
jsj
fx t s

s 
 log jsj
 	 uniformly in x t
  Q
Furthermore a nonvanishing additional term F  F x t
 can be put in the
left in the equations in 
 and 
 The above results will still be true
provided F is suciently small near t  T  For instance it will suce to
have
ZZ
Q
F x t

 
e

T t

 
Let us also mention that for semilinear parabolic equations of higher order
similar results can be obtained
 By adapting the arguments in sections  and  one is led to a new
proof of known local results These must hold for arbitrary locally Lipschitz
functions f satisfying f	
  	 More precisely if f is given there exists
	  	O T f
  	 such that for every y

 C


 with ky

k
C

 	 a
control v  L
 
	 T H
 can be found such that the corresponding problem

 possesses a solution y  C

	 T H
 which satises yT 
  	 compare
with the local results in   and 

 System 
 is approximately controllable in H
 if the set Ry

T 

formed by all reachable states at time T is dense in H  It has been proved
in  that under condition 
 system 
 is approximately controllable
with no restriction on y

 T or O However to our knowledge the approxi
mate controllability of 
 under assumption 
 is an open question A
similar remark concerning the approximate controllability of system 

can be made
 The proof of the boundary controllability result
In this section we prove theorem  We will rst consider the case in
which for instance f is C


in the open interval  
 and y

 C



for some 
  	 
 We will use the standard norm in C


 given as
follows
kzk

 z

 kzk

 sup

jzx
 zx


j
jx x

j

Under these assumptions we are going to rewrite 
 together with the
equality yT 
  	 as a xedpoint equation in the Banach space Y  L

Q

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Then using 
 and some specic properties of linear parabolic equations
we will see that Schauders theorem can be applied
Arguments of this kind have already been used in this and other similar
contexts see   	    
 Here since f is not necessarily globally
Lipschitz one sees that the range of the mapping arising in the xedpoint
formulation is not bounded this is also the case for the questions considered
in 
 Thus the methods in  and  cannot be directly applied and
some extra work has to be made
Let us put
gs
 
 


fs

s
for s  	
f

	
 at s  	


Then in view of assumption 
 one has
		  	 C

such that jgs
j  C

 	 jlog jsjj 	s  R 

For each y  Y  we consider the following null controllability problem
 


 
t
u u gy
u  	 in Q
u  

h on 
u	
  y

 uT 
  	


where the state equation is linear A solution u  "y
 to 
 can be
obtained by adapting the method of AV Fursikov and OYu Imanuvilov
cf  
 More precisely for the construction of "y
 we do the following
a
 We introduce z  z
 y
 with
 


 
t
z z  gy
z  	 in Q
z  	 on 
z	
  y




b
 We x a function   C

	 T 
 such that t
   near t  	 t
  	
near t  T and 	     Then we set "y
  z
 y
  w
 y
 with
w
 y
 being together with h
 the solution furnished by lemma  to the
following problem see below

 


 
t
w w  gy
w  

t
zx t y
 in Q
w  

h on 
w	
  	 wT 
  	
Our aim is to nd a xedpoint in Y of the mapping y  "y
 Obviously
if we are able to prove that such a xedpoint exists theorem  will have
been demonstrated at least when f is C


in  
 and y

 C




First we will show that the mapping y  "y
 is well dened and also
that it maps a ball of Y into itself We need the following elementary result
Lemma  Let a  Y and z

 L


 be given Then the linear problem
 


 
t
z z  ax t
z  	 in Q
z  	 on 
z	
  z


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possesses exactly one solution z  L
 
	 T H





 Y  with
kzt
k

 e
tkak
Y
kz

k

	t  	 T  

We will also use the following result whose proof is given in section 
Lemma  To each couple fa kg with a k  Y such that
k  	 for 	  t  b and T  b  t  T
one can assign a solution fw hg to the null linear controllability problem
 


 
t
w w  ax t
w  kx t
 in Q
w  

h on 
w	
  	 wT 
  	
#

in such a way that
w  L
 
	 T H
 


 Y  
t
w  L
 
Q
 



h  L
 
	 T H
 
 

 L


 

and
kwk
L

T H


 k 
t
wk
L

Q
 kwk
Y
 e
C
	kak
Y

kkk
Y
 	

Here the constant C can depend on   T and b but not on k
Remark Lemma  will also be used in section  for the proof of
theorem  It remains true under more general conditions on k
From lemmas  and  it is clear that y  "y
 is a well dened
mapping from Y into itself Moreover one has
k"y
k
Y
 e
C
	kgyk
Y

ky

k

	y  Y 

where C can only depend on   and T  Hence in view of 
 one sees
that " maps a ball B
R
of Y into itself
It is clear that y  "y
 is a continuous mapping Let us now prove
that for some   	 
 it maps bounded sets in Y into bounded sets in
C
 
Q
 This will suce to our purpose since this space is compactly
embedded in Y  Recall that C
 
Q
 is the Banach space formed by all
functions u  C

Q
 such that
u
 
 sup
Q
jux t
 ux

 t
j
jx x

j

 sup
Q
jux t
 ux t


j
jt t

j
 
 
The natural
 norm in C
 
Q
 is as follows
kuk
 
 kuk
Y
 u
 
We will use the following lemma which is proved in # see theorems #
and 	 Ch III

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Lemma  Assume a k  Y 
e
h  L
 
	 T H

 
 

  L


 and z


C


 where 
  	 
 Then the linear problem
 




 
t
uu ax t
u  kx t
 in Q
u 
e
h on 
u	
  z


possesses exactly one solution u  L
 
	 T H




 Y  Furthermore there
exists   	 

 only depending on  T and 
 such that u  C
 
Q

and there exists a function M


increasing with respect to its last argument
such that
u
 
M


 T 
  kz

k

 z



 kuk
Y

 

We deduce that for some  all functions "y
 belong to C
 
Q

Combining 
 with 
 we also deduce that for some M
 
again
increasing with respect to its last argument
 one has
k"y
k
 
M
 
 T 
  ky

k

 y



 kgy
k
Y


This shows that " maps bounded sets of Y into bounded sets of C
 
Q

We have thus seen that Schauders theorem can be applied to the xed
point equation y  "y
 y  Y  This proves theorem  when f is C


in
 
 and y

 C



In the general case one can always put
f  lim
n
f
n
uniformly in R
for some locally Lipschitz functions f
n
which are C


in  
 and satisfy
f
n
	
  	 and f
n
 f outside  
 One can also put
y

 lim
n
y
n

uniformly in 
for some functions y
n

 C


 For each n   let fy
n
 h
n
g be a couple
satisfying
 


 
t
y
n
y
n
 f
n
y
n

  	 in Q
y
n
 

h
n
on 
y
n
	
  y
n

 y
n
T 
  	


constructed as above For
g
n
s
 
f
n
s

s
for s  	
f

n
	
 at s  	
it is not dicult to see using 
 that
		  	 C

such that jg
n
s
j  C

 	 jlog jsjj 	s  R 	n  
Consequently one has ky
n
k
Y
 Const use the corresponding estimates


 Notice that y
n
can be written in the form y
n
 z
n
 w
n
 where
 z
n
is uniformly bounded in L
 
	 T H





 Y and  
t
z
n
is uniformly
bounded in L
 
	 T H




 see 
 and 

 w
n
can be estimated as in 	

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Hence it can be assumed that y
n
converges strongly in L
 
Q
 and ae and


h
n
converges at least
 weakly in L
 
	 T H
 
 

 We can thus take
limits in 
 as n and obtain 
 together with the equality yT 
 
	 This proves theorem 
 The proof of the internal controllability result
In this section we will prove theorem  As in the previous section we
will rst assume that f is C


in the open interval  
 and y

 C



for some 
  	 
 Again we will use the function g given by 

We will introduce a mapping y  $y
 such that for each y  Y  u 
$y
 is together with some v  L
 
	 T H
 a solution to the following
problem
 


 
t
uu gy
u  
O
v in Q
u  	 on 
u	
  y

 uT 
  	


This is made as follows
a
 First we x a nonempty open simply connected and regular set O

  
O we put
   O

    
and we denote by D the open set bounded by  and  ie D   n O


b
 Using lemma  in D 	 T 
 we assign to y a couple f %w
 y

%
h
 y
g
satisfying
 




 
t
%w %w gy
 %w  

t
zx t y
 in D  	 T 

%w  

%
h on  D 	 T 

%w	
  	 and %wT 
  	 in D


Here z  z
 y
 is the unique
 solution to 
 One has
%w  L
 
	 T H
 
D

 L

D  	 T 

  
t
%w  L
 
D  	 T 

 



%
h  L
 
	 T H
 
 D

 L

 D 	 T 

 

and
k %wk
L

DT 
 e
C
	kgyk
Y

ky

k



where C can depend only on  O

and T  We will denote by &w the extension
byzero of %w to the whole set Q
c
 Let us set w   &w and v  r 
r &w 
 &w


z
 y
 Here
  x
 is a C

cuto function satisfying
   in a neighborhood of  n O
  	 in a neighborhood of O

and 	     Then we put $y
  z
 y
  w
 y
 with  being as
in section  ie a function satisfying   C

	 T 
 t
   near t  	
t
  	 near t  T and 	    
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It is not dicult to see that u  $y
 is together with v
 a solution to

 From 
'
 and 
 one has
u  L
 
	 T H





 Y v  L
 
	 T H

and
k$y
k
Y
 e
C
	kgyk
Y

ky

k

Consequently $ maps a ball B
R
of Y into itself It is also clear that y 
$y
 is a continuous mapping Furthermore we can apply lemma  to

 This leads easily to the facts that $y
  C
 
Q
 and
k$y
k
 
M

 T 
  ky

k

 y



 kgy
k
Y


for all y  Y and for some   	 

 once more M

is increasing with re
spect to its last argument
 Hence $ maps bounded sets of Y into bounded
sets of C
 
Q
 and we can apply Schauders theorem to the xedpoint
equation y  $y
 y  Y  This proves theorem  when f is C


in  

and y

 C



In order to prove the same result in the general case we can argue as in
section  Thus introducing the functions f
n
and y
n

 we nd for each n  
a couple fy
n
 v
n
g satisfying
 


 
t
y
n
y
n
 f
n
y
n

  
O
v
n
in Q
y
n
 	 on 
y
n
	
  y
n

 y
n
T 
  	


and
ky
n
k
Y
 Const kv
n
k
L

T H
 Const
Hence it can be assumed that y
n
converges strongly in L
 
Q
 and ae and


v
n
converges at least
 weakly in L
 
Q
 Taking limits in 
 we obtain

 and yT 
  	 This proves theorem 
 The proof of lemma 
We will rst analyze a null controllability problem similar to #
 in
a suitable larger domain G  	 T 
 We will present an argument taken
from  and  which leads to a function ew that solves this problem in a
generalized sense Then we will assign to ew a couple fw hg satisfying #

and we will check that 
 
 and 	
 are satised Accordingly the
proof will be divided in several steps
Step  The analysis of an auxiliary problem ' Let  and     
be as before and assume that a k  Y  with k  	 for 	  t  b and also
for T  b  t  T  Let G   R
N
be a bounded regular and open set with
G   and     G      n  Let S

   G be an open neighborhood
of  S

  G
 and let us put
S


  G n S


e
   G 	 T 
 and
e

i
 S
i
 	 T 

for i    We will denote by ea and
e
k the extensionsbyzero to the whole
set G  	 T 
 of the functions a and k respectively We will need the
following
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Lemma  There exists a positive function 

 C
 
G
 such that r

 	
in G and  
n


 	 on S


Here and also in the sequel
  
n
stands for the outward normal derivative
Lemma  is proved in  see  for another similar but di erent result

Let us introduce the space
Z

 f q  C
 
G 	 T 
  q  	 on
e
  
n
q  	 on
e



g
We will need a second lemma
Lemma  There exists a positive function  which is of class C
 
in the
set G 	 T 
 and depends only on G S


and T  and there exist constants
s

G S


 T kak
Y

 and C

G S


 T 
 such that the following inequalities hold
for all s  s

and for all q  Z



 












s
ZZ

 s
t T  t


j 
t
qj
 
 jqj
 

s
ZZ

 s
t


T  t



jrqj
 
 s

ZZ

 s
t

T  t


jqj
 
 C

ZZ

 s
j 
t
q q  eaqj
 



Here the integrals are extended to G	 T 
 Furthermore s

can be chosen
of the form 


 
 
kak
 
Y
 where 


and 
 
only depend on G S


and T 
The inequalities 
 are global Carlemans estimates associated to the
adjoint system 
 The main ideas needed for the proof of lemma 
are presented in  and  Nevertheless in order to clarify the situation
as much as possible we will give a complete proof of this lemma in the
following section This will serve to show that we can choose s

as indicated
above Also it will be seen that an admissible choice for  is
x t
  exp




x

tT  t



where 


 exp&
  exp


  and & are large enough and 

is the
function furnished by lemma 
Let us come back to the proof of lemma  Let us x s and  such that

 holds Then
p q 
ZZ
GT 

 s
 
t
p p eap
 
t
q  q  eaq

is a scalar product in Z

 Let Z be the completion of Z

for 
 
 If q  Z
the functions 
 s
t T  t
j 
t
qj
 
 
 s
t T  t
jqj
 
 etc are integrable and

 is satised Let us put
hl qi  
ZZ
GT 
e
k q 	 q  Z
Then l is a bounded linear form on Z Indeed using H(olders inequality
and 
 one has
	
	
	
	
	
ZZ
GT 
e
k q
	
	
	
	
	
 EG S


 T k s
 q q

 
	q  Z 
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with
EG S


 T k s
  C

G S


 T 


 
s
 

ZZ
Q

 s
t

T  t


jkj
 


 
 

But this is a nite quantity in view of the assumptions on k Consequently
there exists a unique solution p to the following problem
p q  hl qi 	 q  Z p  Z
Let us put ew  
 s
 
t
p p eap
 Obviously ew  L
 
G  	 T 

 in
fact one has more than this
 moreover from lemma  
 and 
 it
is easy to deduce that
kewk
L

GT 
 e
C
	kak

Y

kkk
L

Q
 

where C only depends on G S


 T and b In the next step it will be
shown that ew is a generalized solution to a null controllability problem in
G 	 T 


Step  Properties of ew ' In the sequel new constants C will appear
all them depending only on G S


 T and b One has  
t
ew ewea ew 
e
k in
the usual distributional sense in G 	 T 
 since for all )  DG 	 T 


one has
h 
t
ew  ew  ea ew)i  
ZZ
GT 
ew  
t
)) ea)
 
ZZ
GT 
e
k)
One also has ew  C

	 T H


G

 and ew	
  ewT 
  	 This stems
from the following two facts
 ew  L
 
G 	 T 

 and  
t
ew  L
 
	 T H
 
G

 because  
t
ewew
ea ew 
e
k  L

G 	 T 


 Consequently ew  C

	 T H


G


 If )


 DG
 )
 
 C


	 T  and )  )


x
)
 
t
 one has at the same
time
ZZ
GT 
e
k) 
ZZ
GT 
 
t
ew  ew  ea ew
 )
 
ZZ
GT 
ew  
t
) ) ea)
  h ew)ij
tT
t
as a consequence of the previous regularity of ew and  
t
ew
 and also
ZZ
GT 
e
k)  
ZZ
GT 
ew  
t
) ) ea)
 

from the denition of ew
 Hence ew	
  ewT 
  	 in H


G
 it was
reasonable to expect something like this since ew is the product of 
s
by a function of L
 
G 	 T 



Furthermore ew  	 on
e


 S

 	 T 
 in an appropriate sense Indeed
one has
 ew  L
 
G 	 T 

 and  ew  H


	 T L
 
G

 whence ew possesses
a trace in H


	 T H

 
 G


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 If )


 C
 
G
 )
 
 D	 T 
 and )  )


x
)
 
t
 belongs to Z

 one
must have 
 and also
ZZ
GT 
e
k) 
ZZ
GT 
 
t
ew ew ea ew
 )
 
ZZ
GT 
ew  
t
)) ea)
 few  
n
)g
as a consequence of the previous property Here f
 
g stands for
the duality pairing concerning the spaces H


	 T H

 
 G

 and
H



	 T H

 
 G

 Thus the trace of ew on
e


vanishes as an ele
ment of H


	 T H

 
S




From the previous considerations one sees that ew solves in some gener
alized sense the following problem
 




 
t
ew  ew  eax t
ew 
e
kx t
 in G 	 T 

ew  	 on
e



ew	
  	 and ewT 
  	 in G
Step  The definition and properties of w and h ' Let us denote
by w the restriction to Q of ew Let 

 C

G
 be a cuto function with
supp 

  G  S

 

  in a neighborhood of  and 	  

  Let us
set ew

 

ew A simple computation shows that ew

satises
 




 
t
ew

 ew

 eax t
ew

 eg

x t
 in G 	 T 

ew

 	 on
e

ew

	
  	 and ew

T 
  	 in G
where eg

 

e
k  r


 r ew  


 ew is a function in L
 
	 T H


G


Hence ew

 L
 
	 T H



G

  C

	 T L
 
G

 and w  L
 
	 T H




 
C

	 T H
 It follows that w satises #
 for some h From the usual
energy estimates the denition of eg

and 
 one also has
kew

k
L

T H


G
 k ew

k
L

T L

G
 e
C
	kak
Y

kkk
L

Q
 

It remains to see that 
 
 and 	
 hold
Let 


 C

G
 be a second cuto function such that 


  in a
neighborhood of  	  


  and supp 


  f 

  g Let us introduce
the new function ew


 


ew which coincides with 


ew


 Then
 




 
t
ew


 ew


 eax t
ew


 eg


x t
 in G 	 T 

ew


 	 on
e

ew


	
  	 and ew


T 
  	 in G
where eg


 


e
k  r



 r ew

 



 ew

 is a function in L
 
G  	 T 


Hence ew


 L
 
	 T H
 
G

C

	 T H



G

  
t
ew


 L
 
G	 T 

 once
more from the energy estimates the denition of eg


and 
 one nds


k ew


k
L

T H

G
 k ew


k
L

T H


G
 k 
t
ew


k
L

GT 
 e
C
	kak
Y

keg


k
L

GT 
 e
C
	kak
Y

kkk
Y

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Since w is the restriction to Q of the function ew


 we have actually proved

 
 and 	
 except for the estimate of kwk
Y

Now we can introduce a third cuto function 
 
 C

G
 such that

 
  in a neighborhood of  	  
 
  and supp 
 
  f 


  g This
leads to ew
 
 
 
ew which coincides with 
 
ew



 and we see that
 




 
t
ew
 
 ew
 
 eax t
ew
 
 eg
 
x t
 in G 	 T 

ew
 
 	 on
e

ew
 
	
  	 and ew
 
T 
  	 in G
where eg
 
 L
 
	 T H


G

 L

	 T L
 
G


For simplicity let us assume that N   a similar argument holds
when N   after introducing additional cuto functions
 Then eg
 

L
 
	 T L

G

 Consequently we can use theorem  Ch II
 and theo
rem # Ch III
 of # which give ew
 
 L

G 	 T 

 and
k ew
 
k
L

GT 
 C

kak
Y
 keg
 
k
L

T L

G

p
for some p  	 This yields the desired estimate for kwk
Y
 Hence lemma 
is proved
 The proof of lemma 
In this section k
k and 
 


 will stand for the norm and the scalar prod
uct in L
 
G 	 T 

 respectively We will use the standard convention for
the sum of repeated indices Furthermore all integrals below are extended
to G 	 T 
 unless otherwise specied

We will denote by A and C generic constants which can depend only on
the data G S


and T  In our argument other specic
 constants 


 s



etc depending on the same data will also be needed Let us put
x t
 



x

t T  t

and x t
  exp




x

t T  t



where 


 exp&
exp


  is large enough its choice is made below

&  

in G and 

is the function given by lemma  We will prove 

for this function 
Let q be given in Z

and set   
s
q where s is also chosen below Let
us put w   
t
q q  eaq Then
M


 M
 

  
t
  sr 
 r
 

  s
 
jrj
 
  s 
t



 w
s
 s
 ea



where w
s
 
s
w We deduce the following identity
kM


k
 
 kM
 
k
 
 M


M
 


  kw
s
 s
 ea
k
 

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Now let us analyze the scalar product in 

M


M
 




ZZ
 
t
 s
ZZ
r 
 r

s
 
ZZ
 
t
jrj
 
  s

ZZ
r 
 r
jrj
 

s
ZZ
 
t
 
t

  s
 
ZZ
r 
 r
 
t


 I


 sI
 
 s
 
I

 s

I

 sI

 s
 
I


First one has
I


 


ZZ
 
t
jrj
 
 	
After integration by parts and some manipulation one easily nds
I
 

ZZ

 
i
 
j




	
ij

 
i
 
j
 


ZZ
e


 
n
j 
n
j
 

Also
I

 


ZZ
 
t
jrj
 
jj
 
 I

 


ZZ
 
 
t
jj
 
and
I

 


ZZ
 
i
 
t

 
i
  
t

 jj
 

Finally integration by parts also leads to
I


ZZ

 
i
 
j




	
ij

 
i
 
j
jj
 

Consequently
kM


k
 
 kM
 
k
 
 s

ZZ
 
i
 
j

 
i
 
j
jj
 
s
ZZ
e


 
n
j 
n
j
 
 
ZZ

s
jrj
 
 s


jrj
 
jj
 

 kw
s
 s
 ea
k
 
 s
ZZ
 
i
 
j

 
i
 
j

s
ZZ
 
 
t
jj
 
 s
 
ZZ
 
i
 
t
 
i
  
t


 jj
 



Using the particular form of  we see that for some 


and for all   



one must have
 
i
 
j

 
i
 
j
  e
	



t

T  t


 
i
 
j


  
i


 
j



 
i


 
j


 Ajrj

Ajrj

here A does not depend on T 
 We also see that
j 
 
t
j j 
i
 
t
 
i
j j 
t
j j
 
j  Cjrj

 
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Consequently
s
ZZ
 
 
t
jj
 
 s
 
ZZ
 
i
 
t
 
i
  
t

 jj
 
 Cs
 
ZZ
jrj

jj
 

and the last two terms in 
 can be controlled by the third term in the
left for s large enough This and the fact that  
n
  	 on
e


lead to the
following for   


and s  s


 s
 
kak
 
Y

kM


k
 
 kM
 
k
 
As


ZZ
jrj

jj
 
As

ZZ
jrj

jj
 
 kw
s
k
 
 s
ZZ
 
i
 
j

 
i
 
j


ZZ

s
jrj
 
 s


jrj
 
jj
 


On the other hand from 
 we notice that
J 
ZZ

s
jrj
 
 s


jrj
 
jj
 


s

ZZ

 

jj
 
 s
 
ZZ
 
t

jj
 
s
ZZ
M


  w
s
 s
 ea

 

whence
jJ j 


kM


k
 
 kw
s
k
 
 C
ZZ
jeaj
 
 sj
 
j s
 
jrj

 s
 
jj
 

jj
 

Using again 
 one obtains the following inequalities which must hold
for all s  s

 s

kak
 
Y

kM


k
 
 kM
 
k
 
As


ZZ
jrj

jj
 
 As

ZZ
jrj

jj
 
 Ckw
s
k
 
 s
ZZ
 
i
 
j

 
i
 
j



There exists s

such that
kM
 
k
 
 As

ZZ
jrj

jj
 

A
s
ZZ
jrj


jj
 


for all s  s

 Indeed one has

s
ZZ
jrj


jj
 


s
ZZ
jrj



M
 
  s
 
jrj
 
  s 
t



 
 kM
 
k
 
 Cs

ZZ
jrj

jj
 

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Also

s
ZZ
jrj


jj
 
 s


ZZ
jrj

jj
 
 As

 
ZZ
jrj 
 jrj
 
#

for all s  s

for some s

 s

 This can be seen as follows
s

 
ZZ
jrj jrj
 
 s

 
ZZ
jrj



s

 
ZZ
rjrj 
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 to control the last term in the
right with the fourth term in the left After this we can write
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for all s  s
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 Replacing  by 
s
q in 
 it is not dicult to
deduce 
 for s  s

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
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 Hence lemma  is proved
The author is indebted to JP Puel and E Zuazua for several fruitful dis
cussions
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